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IPS President’s Speech (2019) – by Richard Ward (Read by Mary Sorene, Chair) 

Dear All 

I hope you are enjoying your afternoon and your Festive lunch party.  Apologies for not being 
present, but again I have to work on Saturday. 

Well, what a year it has been for me.  Last February, I was requested by one of my clients to 
obtain my PGCert, as I was the only one in the teaching team that did not have this particular 
teaching qualification – although I have several others.  Some of the other teaching staff had 
taken the same qualification in previous years.  The University was prepared to fund it for me, 
so that made it much easier – I don’t think I could have afforded it otherwise.  I had to go back 
to University to attend lectures, be observed by different teachers, reflect on my teaching 
practice, observe and do a write-up and reflection on other teachers and their practice, and 
produce several assignments during the period from February to June.  We also had to read 
and critique philosophical articles, as well as relate these to our own methods of teaching and 
our subject (some of the jargon was just going over my head at first and found it very difficult 
to comprehend (as did several other students) – and I didn’t pick up another book for months).  
This was in addition to my existing teaching at four different sites and all the preparing of 
lessons and marking of students’ speed tests, etc, which I normally carry out. 

After the summer break, we went back again, and attended more lectures, but this time, it was 
based on the production of a final thesis, and a 10-minute presentation.  The deadline of which 
was the first week back of term in January.  My project was based on shorthand, and how it 
compared to teaching that of English to primary school students, and how it compared to 
learning a symbolic language such as Chinese to adult learners, and whether our teaching 
styles were the same.  Well that’s what it started out to be.   

Being a teacher, I am often looking at different methods that can be used, and lots of trial and 
error occurs, and one of my peers loaned me a Teeline Book, (bear in mind that we only teach 
Teeline nowadays).  It was a story, with several gaps – words missed out - and the introduction 
of just a few words in each unit – the students were then to fill in the gaps with the correct 
Teeline outline.  The first few words, were “the, a, and, be, etc” – so very common words, and I 
thought it was a good method with which to experiment – the students appeared to enjoy it 
initially, but then it started to get very repetitious.  I also had to go through the outlines first, as 
some of the theory had changed from previous versions to that which we use now.  One of the 
main problems with this, is that Teeline is copyrighted, (yes their outlines are copyrighted!) and 
although accepted as part of a research project, could not be used in subsequent years, 
without obtaining permission or paying a fee to use the copyrighted material – so it had a 
downfall from the start.  I also began to experiment with some additional audio files – which 
were two-minutes in duration, compared with 1 minute duration.  You might think does that 
make a difference?  Well, this may shock you – the NCTJ (National Council for the Training of 
Journalists) shorthand exams are of four-minutes but split into two parts of two minutes – 
separated by 30 a second break.  Students were finding it difficult progressing from one minute 
to the two minutes.  It makes you wonder how they would cope with the IPS exams and the 
RSA exams, where I remember them being a total of eight minutes in length, and I think the IPS 
exams used to be 10 minutes in length, although it is now five minutes in length. 
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Well once my lecturer found out that I was trialling something different, she said that I needed 
to change my perspective and make it an Action Research project.  This was at the beginning of 
December, and it had to be handed in at the beginning of January.  I had a lot of new work to 
do. 

Well, I had already interviewed several people, and obtained videos, but then one of my videos 
could not be used because if featured school children, and ethically, they had not given their 
permission, and neither had their parents given their permission to be used in the video, even 
though their faces could not be seen – but we have to abide by the ethics. 

Well, over Xmas and New Year, I was getting very stressed.  Nowadays, I spend Xmas at my 
mother’s in Rotherham, and I go there at least a week before, to help with shopping, wrapping 
presents, etc, and I spend New Years with my partner (Stephen), who is now living in Plymouth, 
looking after his father.  It is also Stephen’s birthday at the beginning of January.  I took all my 
books and resources with me, trying to complete the project.  It was probably the first time 
that I did not enjoy the relaxing time over Xmas.  I found it difficult to study, because I felt 
obliged to spend time with my family and partner, and the more I kept putting it off, the more 
stressed I became.  In the end, I had three days at home before the final deadline.  I was up all 
night for those three days, but I finished it.  I submitted the project and completed the 
presentation.  We had to have a final interview.  I was asked, like several of the students, to do 
another reflection piece on the whole process, which again just made me stressed, but I 
completed it successfully.  My findings were that the book resource although useful initially, 
did not help in the long run.  The use of the additional audio files definitely made a difference 
because of their duration, and students progressed quicker from these additional audio files 
being of two minutes in length to the NCTJ exam standard passages, with more passes at the 
higher speeds.  As part of my reflection, and feedback from students, it was suggested that it 
would be useful to include shorthand models with these passages, which I have now done and 
are accessible on the Moodle web pages at the Universities that I work at for students to 
instantly access the longhand key, the shorthand model, as well as the audio files. 

The final outcome - I graduated in July at the Royal Festival Hall, and was awarded my PGCert 
by our Chancellor, Grayson Perry.  (See picture.  Grayson’s Perry outfit was made by one of the 
students at the University of Arts, London.)  In addition, as part of the course, I also gained my 
Fellowship of the Higher Education Authority.  So in the end, the stress of it all was definitely 
worth it. 

However, I had to put off my steno practice for almost a year – I occasionally would get the 
machine out, and attempt an hour here and an hour there, but my heart wasn’t really in it.  But 
after my graduation, I decided it was time to be a bit more focused.   

At the beginning of July, I attended the BIVR (British Institute of Verbatim Reporters) 
Awareness Week, where we had several talks from guest speakers, including some from 
America and Europe.  I took my steno machine and laptop in order to do some live practice, 
and that also encouraged me to spend more time on my steno machine and practise more.  
One of the highlights of the week, were our visits to the House of Lords and the Tower of 
London – where several of us laid down on the glass floor that crosses the span between the 
two towers and had our photo taken – you can see the traffic and river below us (see pictures).   
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I am currently doing the SimplySteno program (which is an American online system) for steno 
writers, and some of their exercises are pretty tough.  They are usually for five minutes in 
duration.  In order to progress you must pass two different types of speed tests: one is a Q & A 
piece, and you have to show the different designations when a question is being asked and 
each time it is answered.  Plus, you have to pass a literary piece, which could be either a court 
testimony piece, which could be an opening or closing statement, a deliberation on a piece of 
law, etc.; or it could literally be about anything from electric cars, the planets, congressional 
speeches, etc.  Well, I am pleased to say, I have just passed both of my 150s and I am now just 
starting my 160s. 

So when I look back at this last year, there has definitely been times when I felt stressed, 
demoralised, and wondered how I am going to cope, and then there has been a few good highs 
that I think it was worth all the stress, but I definitely could have done with less stress! 

How has your last year?  How has it been for you?   

What are your highs/lows?  

Here I open this up to the group for a group discussion.  (A lively discussion then ensued:) 

One high was a cruise to Iceland, the low being made redundant due to the General 
Election!   

Another person’s high was attending a show and meeting a YouTuber, but the low 
was having some health problems.   

Another low was losing a much-loved pet, but her high was being placed in the IPS 
Writing Competition and receiving a Gift Voucher! 

The Chair referred to having our Patron attend our luncheon was our high.    Perhaps 
our low is Richard’s next paragraph.  

Now one final thing before I finish.  I have been the President of the IPS for several years now, 
and I have been honoured to fulfil this position for so long.  However, I think it is time that I 
should let someone else take over.  I have enjoyed providing talks on different subjects with 
regards to shorthand, comparing the different systems, etc, but I think it is time that someone 
else should be able to provide a different perspective.  I will leave this to the council to discuss 
as part of our AGM, as to whom the lucky, successful, candidate will be. 

I still intend to be part of the IPS, and stay in touch with you all, although be it remotely, and 
feel free to drop me an email from time to time.  I wish you all a wonderful Festive Holiday and 
New Year and I hope that the IPS can continue for many years to come. 
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